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NEWS
With spring in the air, the September run saw us buzzing around the back streets of Collingwood and
Abbotsford. This Run was our third “visite du ville” run organized by Frances.
Collingwood and Abbotsford are two of Melbourne’s earliest suburbs, these historic areas offer a
fascinating snapshot of early life that included a proliferation of Public Houses (Pubs).
Francis belongs to a local historic group and this run included much of her research into the Pubs in this
area. Our thanks to Frances and Andrew for opening up their workshop and home for us to enjoy, not to
mention the great buns and coffee. A special thanks to Frances for organizing such an excellent run.
Participants included; Joe and his wonderful Rex, Tiby on the 1700, Graham and Don S. on 3300’s.
Frances on her 5000, Ern on the Pli as well as Andrew and Geoff on 3800’s.
Apologies came from Ted who was not well, Bryan celebrating his wife’s birthday, Don D who flew in late
from Sydney and Peter because his house was being auctioned on the day.
Graham has found yet another 5000 in NZ, this blue example is in mint condition and should be here by
the time you read this; this is Graham’s third 5000. Graham’s recently purchased Qld 1700 arrived last
week and looks good. Bryan has purchased a 1700 from Peter for his next project. Frank has purchased a
3800 from Peter.
Frank still has a 1700 for sale: I am very surprised that this nice runner has not been snapped up yet. It is
a great bike to ride and has heaps of patina. Frank has also purchased an immaculate 3800 from Brisbane
and a 2200 from member Nick in Adelaide.
Geoff has a 1700 shed find for sale; this is a complete bike that needs a bit of work and a couple of tyres.
For further details on any of the above Solexes contact us via our web mail address; solexoz@gmail.com

PARTS
Although most parts for our Solexes are only available from overseas, namely France, it is possibly to
obtain some items from your local bike shop. Items such as brake blocks, chains, spokes, tubes etc.
The older and more traditional bike shops have old stocks of parts that can be suitable for Solexes,
especially those that have sold French cycles such as Peugeot in the past.
Most of our Solexes have 19x1.75 wheels, which have 23” tyres, a 24” tubes works fine with these.
The older style of brake blocks can also be fitted to the Solex and work really well.
Chains have different pitches but can still be matched by some cycle shops.
Pedals cannot easily be found as French pedals have a different thread and are not interchangeable.
Brake cables, inner and outer fit very well and much cheaper than overseas offerings.
So before rushing in and paying Euro prices and expensive postage, check with us about what local items
may fit your Solex.

FAMILY SOLEX
Member Tiburce purchased an off the shelf child’s seat for his 1700. But unfortunately was not suitable
for fitting to the Solex frame. Joe came to the rescue, designed, and made a couple of beautifully
engineered plates that allowed the seat to fit the Solex. Tiby is now busy transporting both offspring
around South Melbourne in powered luxury.

COMING EVENTS
OCTOBER RUN, SUNDAY 18th.
Our October event will be the 50th Anniversary of the introduction of the famous “1700” model. This will
be held in conjunction with the Citroen Concourse at Como Park. The Citroen Clubs will be celebrating
the 75 anniversary of the Traction Avant so it will be quite a bash. Final details posted 7 days prior.
We hope to put on an excellent display of 1700s. Bring your 1700 even if it is in bits or under restoration.
This could be the largest display No. of 1700s ever in OZ. Contact Ted for details on 0400 592208.

NOVEMBER RUN, SUNDAY 15th.
Don S will be organizing a run through the Gardiners Creek and East Malvern area in November; this is
a very scenic area and has some great tracks. Details will be posted one week prior to the event.

Happy Solexing, see you all soon, Geoff.

